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After some initial pressure in the economy for the last few months, it appears that
the clouds are clearing slowly. Due to the
government's tight control on foreign
exchange as well as increase in the remittances the balance of payment has improved
and the local currency has slightly appreciated in the last few days.

Accelerate economic prosperity of Canada
and Bangladesh through trade and
investment.

With the valuable expertise of the honorable members from different business field
from the two countries, CanCham is committed to serve the business community of
Canada and that of Bangladesh.
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Bangladesh is currently one of the largest
Canadian agro-product buyers in South
Asia. The main Canadian exports to
Bangladesh include cereals, legumes,
oilseeds, iron and steel. Canada's primary imports from Bangladesh
include knit and woven apparel, textile articles, headgear, seafood,
footwear, toys and plastic products. In all these sectors, Canadian expertise and investment can be useful. By all indications, the volume of
import/export to and from Bangladesh/Canada is expected to reach to a
new height by the end of the current year.
In order to further strengthen trade between Canada and Bangladesh,
Canada-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CanCham)
and Canadian High Commission in Dhaka are jointly organizing the
Canadian trade exhibition ‘Canada Showcase 2012’ to be held on March
4 and 5 at Pan Pacific Sonargaon Hotel, Dhaka. Being inspired by the success of our first Canada Showcase 2011, we have undertaken the 2nd
Canadian trade exhibition with wider facilites in terms of booths, space
and concomitant facilities. The event is expected to draw a substantial
interest and attention from Canadian and Bangladeshi business communities.

CanCham is proud to say that for the first time in history we have
organized Canada Business Awards to salute our business leaders who
have contributed to the robust growth of trade between our two countries.
The event will be held on 6 March, 2012 at Radisson Blu Water Garden
Hotel, Dhaka. Saskatchewan Trade & Export Partnership (STEP) has
generously supported us in this event and is our cosponsor.
You will be pleased to note that we have signed a strategic partnership
agreement with Bangladesh Association of Software & Information
Services (BASIS) and Bangladesh Association of Call Centre and
Outsourcing (BACCO) with the goal of export diversification including
IT outsourcing and development of call center business involving
Canada, the USA and Bangladesh. Here, our objective is to highlight the
complementary role of the private sector as well as that of public sector
and get market access leading to enhancement of business volume.
Let us hope and look forward for a successful 2012!

Masud Rahman
President, CanCham
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Bilateral Relations: Canada Showcase 2011

Press conference on Canada Showcase 2011

Canadian High Commissioner HE Robert McDougall briefing the press on Canada Showcase 2011. On his
right are CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar and Trade Commissioner Mortoza R Tarafder and on his left
are CanCham President Masud Rahman and CanCham Director Syed Mastafizur Rahman
CanCham Review Report

A daylong fair, Canada Showcase 2011, was held on
February 20, 2011 for the first time in Bangladesh, aimed
at expanding bilateral trade between the two countries.

High Commission of Canada and Canada Bangladesh
Chamber of Commerce and Industry jointly organised
the fair where a number of Canadian companies showcased their products and services at Bangabandhu
International Conference Centre.
High Commissioner McDougall said that a good number of representative Canadian companies set up their
booths and participated at the presentation on Canadian
trade sector. Canada's commercial relation with
Bangladesh has grown dramatically over the last few
years, said the mission chief. “The volume of bilateral
trade increase more than doubled from $600 million in
2004 to $1.4 billion in 2009”, he said.

Bangladesh is now the second largest exporter to
Canada from South Asia, after India, he added.
McDougall said the mutual trade between the two countries reached to $1.3 billion only in the first 11 months of
2010.

Bangladesh had five per cent positive balance of trade
over Canada last year, he added.
The High Commissioner said Canada has a plan to contribute to the infrastructure development in Bangladesh,
especially in the power sector both in the short and long
term. He maintained that the expo would foster future
growth and diversification in an already vibrant trade and
investment relation. Masud Rahman, President of Canada
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry also
spoke.

Canada Showcase 2011 : A brief outline
CanCham Review Report

2010 and is projected to grow steadily in future. He
stressed that Bangladesh 's success in garments and
Commerce Minister Muhammad Faruk Khan textiles export should spread to other sectors in
while inaugurating the first Canadian trade exhibi- Canada. He also thanked the Canadian High
tion styled ‘Canada Showcase 2011’, lauded Commission and CanCham for organizing this
Canada's trade relation with Bangladesh which has spectacular trade show. HE Canadian High
reached to $1.3 billion in the first eleven months of Commissioner Robert McDougall thanked
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Bilateral Relations: Canada Showcase 2011

Faruk Khan for inaugurating ‘Canada Showcase
2011’ and informed the audience that the present
trade show is the first Canadian solo trade exhibition in Bangladesh. CanCham President Masud

market, targeted at fostering further growth and
diversification in an already vibrant trade and
investment relation. The trade show included exhibition booths, presentations on the Canadian trade

Minister of Commerce Mohammad Faruk Khan delivering inaugural speech on the opening
of Canada Showcase 2011

Rahman in his welcome address said that through
this trade show the Canadian investors would be
informed about the congenial business environment
that prevails in Bangladesh and that they can now
invest in different profitable sectors. He also said in
order to get over the power problem and expedite
gas exploration, Bangladesh may negotiate with
Canada on government-to-government level as this
North American country has become our important
trade partner and is in a position to offer fast track
solution to our power and energy problem.
The event, a joint endeavor of the High
Commission of Canada in Dhaka and the CanadaBangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(CanCham), had drawn a substantial participation of
Canadian and Bangladeshi companies which may
result in an expected boost in Canadian investment
in the sectors like power, energy including renewable energy, IT, transport and aviation. On the other
hand, this would also encourage and promote
Canadian companies and products in Bangladeshi

CanCham Review, March 2012

sector and a seminar on education in Canada.
Obviously, the ‘Canada Showcase 2011’ will usher
in a new era of bilateral cooperation between
Canada and Bangladesh. It may be recalled that
Bangladesh is the second largest exporter of goods
from South Asia to Canada.
The main Canadian exports to Bangladesh include
iron and steel, pulses, cereals, machinery, oilseeds,
electrical machinery and raw materials of pharmaceutical products. Canada 's primary imports from
Bangladesh include ready-made garments, fish,
bicycles, textile fabric and yarn, footwear and
ceramics. The products displayed in the ‘Canada
Showcase 2011’ included readymade garments,
knitwear, ceramic & tableware, footwear & leather
goods, frozen food, jute goods and handicrafts. The
trade show was not only an initiative to showcase
the Bangladeshi products to the North American
Market, but also offered a unique opportunity for
the local buyers to contact the potential Bangladeshi
exporters directly.
3

Bilateral Relations: Canada Showcase 2011

Visitors at Canada Showcase 2011 are listening to the
Commerce Minister's inaugural speech almost
spellbound

CanCham President Masud Rahman greets the Honorable
Commerce Minister Muhammad Faruk Khan before the
inauguration of Canada Showcase 2011

Commerce Minister Muhammad Faruk Khan visiting a
booth of a Canadian company at Canada Showcase 2011

Front view of the booth of GETCO at Canada
Showcase 2011

Commerce Minister Muhammad Faruk Khan minutely
observing imported lentils from Canada at the booth of
Ghazi Commodities Limited while CanCham President
Masud Rahman and CanCham Director Fahim Abdul
Wahab looks on

Commerce Minister Muhammad Faruk Khan talking
with the management of the City Group booth at
Canada Showcase 2011
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Bilateral Relations: Canada Showcase 2011

Canadian delegates are visiting the Bay Footwear (a
CanCham member) stall at Canada Showcase 2011

HE Robert McDougall; CanCham President Masud Rahman
are seen at Canadian High Commission booth on the occasion
of Canada Showcase 2011

CanCham President Masud Rahman seen with
Jingshun Yin (left) of Canadian Wheat Board (CWB)
and Yvonne B Supeene of Canadian International
Grains Institute (CIGI)

Seminar on ‘Doing business with Canada’ is in progress.
From left are: Ashok Kumar Sarkar of CIGI, Masud
Rahman, HE Robert McDougall, Executive Chairman BOI
Dr S A Samad and CWB official Don M Bonner

Executive Chairman of Board of Investment Dr S A
Samad speaks at the seminar on ‘Doing business with
Canada’

Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) official Don M
Bonner presents a presentation at the seminar on
‘Doing business with Canada’

CanCham Review, March 2012
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Bilateral Relations: Saskatchewan Business Mission

Saskatchewan Business and Market
Development Mission to Bangladesh

CanCham Review Report

The Saskatchewan Trade and Export
Partnership (STEP) from Canada,
along with partners from Ag-West Bio
Inc, Enterprise Saskatchewan and the
Saskatchewan Pulse Growers participated in a multi-sector trade mission to
Bangladesh. The delegates were led by
STEP President Lionel LaBelle. The
focus of the mission was on trade and
business-to-business relation buil-ding
and exploring investment opportunities. Accordingly, a seminar was organized by the STEP and the partners from
Ag-West Bio Inc, Enterprise
Saskatchewan and the Saskatchewan
Pulse Growers in collaboration with
the Canadian High Commission at a
local hotel. The seminar was attended
by the Canadian delegates, government
dignitaries, Canada Bangladesh
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(CanCham) President Masud Rahman,
CanCham members, as well as the representatives of the local business com-

munity. Hon'ble Brad Wall, Premier of
Saskatchewan graced the occasion with
his presence.
It may be recalled that over the past
four years, Canadian agricultural
exports to Bangladesh have nearly
tripled, with grains and cereals seeing
the highest growth. The majority of
these exports were pulse crops, with
Saskatchewan accounting for approximately 50% of all Canadian agricultural exports to Bangladesh. In his welcome address, CanCham President
Masud Rahman expressed heart-felt
greetings to STEP and other partners
for conducting a multi-sector trade
mission to Bangladesh. He expressed
utmost gratitude particularly to the
STEP for paving the way for the local
buyers and importers to network with
Canadian industry players who represent high quality agricultural products.
Besides, a reception was hosted by
Hon'ble Brad Wall, Premier of
Saskatchewan and the High Commissioner HE Robert McDougall, which

was attended by the Commerce
Minister Hon'ble M Faruk Khan,
Canadian delegates, high government
officials, CanCham members and
selected members of the local business
community. The Commerce Minster
thanked Hon'ble Brad Wall, Premier of
Saskatchewan and other Canadian delegates for leading the multi-sector
trade mission to Bangladesh. He
expressed hope that this trade mission
will usher in a positive opportunity to
develop markets and promote trade
opportunities and strengthen businessto-business ties. At length, in recognition of their relentless contribution to
promote bilateral relations between
Canada and Bangladesh, CanCham
President then conferred honorary
memberships of CanCham to Hon'ble
Brad Wall, Premier of Saskatchewan
and to the Saskatchewan Trade and
Export Partnership (STEP) and those
were well-received with standing ovation from the audience.

Hon'ble Premier of Saskatchewan Canada Brad Wall, (2nd from left) receiving honorary membership of CanCham
from the hon'ble Commerce Minister of Bangladesh Muhammad Faruk Khan (3rd from left) and CanCham President
Masud Rahman ( extreme right). On the extreme left is Wali Sattar, Secretary General, CanCham
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Bilateral Relations: Saskatchewan Business Mission

President & CEO of Saskatchewan Trade and Export
Partnership (STEP) Lionel Labelle (middle) receiving honorary
membership of CanCham from its President Masud Rahman
(right). On the left is Wali Sattar, Secretary General, CanCham

CanCham President Masud Rahman delivering a
speech in the seminar on Canadian Agricultural
Products 2011

Premier of Saskatchewan Canada Brad Wall (left) discussing with Commerce Minister of Bangladesh Faruk
Khan (right) while CanCham President Masud Rahman
(middle) looks on

Canadian Agricultural Products 2011: CanCham
President Masud Rahman (right) discussing with
Ambassador of the United States of America James
F Moriarty

CanCham President Masud Rahman (middle)
having jovial moment with Alanna Koch,
Deputy Minister, Ministry of Agriculture of
Saskatchewan, Canada
CanCham Review, March 2012

(From left) CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar;
Premier of Saskatchewan Canada Brad Wall; President &
CEO of STEP Lionel Labelle; CanCham
President Masud Rahman are posing for a photograph
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Bilateral Relations: EDC visits Bangladesh

EDC products & services in Bangladesh
CanCham Review Report

Mark Bolger, EDC (Export Development Canada) regional manager introduced EDC products and services for
Bangladesh over a reception at the official residence of
Canadian High Commissioner on November 17, 2011. He
said there is a vast opportunity to enhance business relations
between Bangladesh and Canada. "Bangladesh has achieved
better GDP growth than countries such as the USA and
Canada. So, many Canadian companies see more business
opportunities in the country." Mr Bolger presented an elaborate data regarding the performance highlights of EDC in
2010. EDC supported $84 billion in Canadian exports and
investments in more than 190 markets around the world,

Canadian High Commissioner to Bangladesh,
Heather Cruden (2nd from right) giving introductory
speech at a reception given to Mark Bolger (extreme
left) of Export Development Canada (EDC) who presented EDC products and services for Bangladesh.
Also seen in the picture are: Masud Rahman (2nd
from left), President CanCham Bangladesh and
Mortoza Tarafder (extreme right) Trade
Commissioner of Canadian High Commission

Group photograph with the Export Development
Canada (EDC) team

shored up $15 billion in the Asian markets. Besides, it maintained over $18 billion in business volume in Asia and
almost $10 billion in emerging Asia in 2011 to date.
EDC's direct lending to the Government of Bangladesh
includes public sector and creditworthy corporate entities
(for private sector). EDC also expressed it's willingness to
work with leading foreign, private and public sector banks in
Canadian High Commissioner to Bangladesh,
Heather Cruden meets with Chairman of Uttara
Motors Ltd Matiur Rahman (left) while Canadian
Trade Commissioner Mortoza Tarafder (extreme
right) and Executive Director of City Group Forhad
Uddin are also seen

Canadian High Commissioner to Bangladesh, Heather
Cruden is seen interacting with Islam Sharif (left)
Executive Director of Infrastructure Development
Company Limited (IDCOL)

Bangladesh, Global Positioning Survey (GPS) geological
survey, pharmaceuticals, specialized equipment for environ-
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ment waste management, bio-power generation, solar infrastructure, roads, airports etc. Historically, EDC Volume in
Bangladesh has a steady growth.
CanCham President Masud Rahman underlined that the
Canadian government organizations like EDC could play a
vital role to support both the private and the public sectors
of Bangladesh and undertake various turn-key projects,
besides offering credit insurance and financial services to
the buyers of Canadian goods and services. He proposed that
EDC may consider a line of credit like ‘Bangladesh
Infrastructure Fund’ in order to boost sectors like power, oil
and gas exploration, IT and aviation.
CanCham Review, March 2012

Bilateral Relations

CanCham President Masud Rahman (middle) talking
with Ms Uzma Chowdhury Director (Finance) of
PRAN-RFL Group, CanCham Secretary General Wali
Sattar (extreme left) is also seen

Heather Cruden is seen in conversation with
Managing Director of City Bank
K Mahmood Sattar

Canada wants to expand trade ties
with Bangladesh: Envoy

Canadian High Commissioner in
Dhaka HE Heather Cruden said
Chittagong is the centre-point of this
country's businesses for its geographical location and economic advantages.
She said business transaction
between Canada and Bangladesh
exceeded US$ one billion in the 10
months of the financial year 2010-11.
"In spite of the recession Canada is
highly interested to enhance and
expand its economic relation with
Bangladesh. And Chittagong is a very
suitable place for business and investment," she said.

Ms Cruden said this in a meeting
with the directors of Chittagong
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
at the CCCI auditorium. She expressed her willingness to see for herself
a number of business houses and
industries in the port city .

President in charge of the trade
body Mahbubul Alam, directors
Mahfuzul Haque Shah, Emdadul Huq
Chowdhury, Ahid Siraj Chowdhury
and Morshed Arif Chowdhury and
Trade Commissioner of Canadian
High Commissioner Mortoza R
Tarafdar were present.
CanCham Review, March 2012

Canadian High Commissioner in Dhaka Heather Cruden receiving a crest
from President in charge of CCCI Mahbubul Alam in the port city on
23 January,2012

Welcoming the High Commissioner
the CCCI acting president praised
Canadian people and the government
as Canada is an important development partner of Bangladesh and said
her country has a great contribution in
the development of education, health
and economic progress of Bangladesh.
Mr Mahbub added, relation
between the two countries tends to go
forward as there remains a lot of
potentials and opportunities. In 2010-

11 FY Canadian export to Bangladesh
worth US$ 836 million and import
from Bangladesh worth US$ 595 million. Canada is the third largest export
destination of Bangladesh.

Mahfuzul Haque Shah urged the
Canadian financial and technical
assistance in creating skilled human
resources through establishing joint
venture training institute.
Courtesy: The Financial Express
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Farewell Reception

CanCham farewell reception in honor
of HE Robert McDougall
CanCham Review Report

Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CanCham Bangladesh) hosted a farewell
reception in honor of His Excellency Robert McDougall,
High Commissioner of Canada on Thursday, 22
September 2011.
The prominent members of the business community,
head of local and international trade bodies, government and embassy officials, CanCham board of direc-

tors and members attended the reception.

CanCham President Masud Rahman, on behalf of the
Chamber expressed heartiest thanks and gratitude for
his excellence's unremitting support to the CanCham
endeavors since his joining as the Head of Mission of
Canada.
The outgoing High Commissioner HE Robert
McDougall lauded the role of CanCham, reaffirmed his
assistance and continued support to CanCham.

CanCham Vice President K M Khaled (left) and M A
Salam (middle) sharing a light moment with Fikret
Cicek, President of Turkey-Bangladesh Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

Dr Reza Kibria (right) meets with Mahmood Rahman
of Rox International Aviation Services

CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar poses with
Bureau Chief of Agence France-Presse (AFP) CAT
BARTON (middle) & George

From right CEO Begum Shirin Jahan; Principal Michael
Lee Foster; Chairman Mohammad Kamal Uddin and
Teacher Kaley Michelle Donovan of Canadian
International School are seen in the photograph
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Farewell Reception

Robert McDougall (right) talking with CanCham
Director Fahim Wahab (left) and Salimul Haque
Essa (2nd from left)

From left CanCham President Masud Rahman;
CanCham member Zulfiquar Rahman; Secretary
General of Commonwealth Society of Bangladesh
Enamul Islam Babul and CanCham Treasurer
Manzur-ur-Rahman Ruskin are seen in the picture

Economic Researcher of Embassy of Japan Miki
Yamamoto meets with General Manager
of Radisson Hotel Madhusudan Jhingon

CanCham Treasurer Manzur-ur-Rahman Ruskin
shakes hand with Executive Chairman of Board of
Investment Dr S A Samad

CanCham President Masud Rahman (left) shares a
light moment with First Secretary (Political) of
Canadian High Commission Alnoor Maherali

CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar (left) meets
with CanCham Vice President Niaz Rahim (right)

CanCham Review, March 2012
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CanCham Networking Reception

Second CanCham Bangladesh
Networking Reception

HE Robert McDougall is flanked by the distinguished guests
at the networking reception

CanCham Review Report

at the end of the day, such event
translates into expanding
ecoCanCham Bangladesh in associ- nomic benefit of both the counation with the High Commission tries.
of Canada to Bangladesh recently
CanCham has been acting as an
organized a networking reception
unofficial envoy in furthering the
at the Canadian Club in Baridhara,
cause of cooperation in trade, comDhaka.
merce and investment between the
The objective of this event was countries. In order to fostering
to focus on the promotional trade relations between Canada
aspects of trade and investment and Bangladesh, CanCham in
relations between Canada and association with the Canadian
Bangladesh. In the arena of bilater- High Commission has organized
al relations, people to people con- this event for the second time and
tact and networking reception to has a plan to continue to do so on a
cement such contacts. Obviously, regular basis. The guests present in
12

the event stressed upon working
together for creating a favorable
environment for trade and investment, market promotion and
branding both Bangladesh and
Canada to attract investors.

Further, through the publication
of ‘CanCham Review’, CanCham
Bangladesh is trying to improve
the networking and fill up the
information gap between Canada
and Bangladesh. It has been learnt
that CanCham is now working to
make it more informative and ultimately a useful guide for investors
of both the countries.
CanCham Review, March 2012

CanCham Networking Reception

Distinguished Fellow of Centre for Policy Dialogue
(CPD) Debapriya Bhattacharya (right) is being
greeted by CanCham President Masud Rahman

HE Robert McDougall (left) discussing with
Distinguished Fellow of CPD Debapriya
Bhattacharya (right)

President of Internationl Chamber of Commerce
Bangladesh (ICCB) Mahbubur Rahman (right) is being
greeted by CanCham President Masud Rahman. HE
Robert McDougall also seen

President of Dhaka Stock Exchange Md Shakil Rizvi
(right) meets with Bangladesh Association of Call
Centre and Outsourcing (BACCO) President
Ahmadul Hoq (left)

Canadian High Commissioner, Robert McDougall (left)
discussing with American Chamber of Commcerce in
Bangladesh(AmCham) President Aftab-ul-Islam

President of Bangladesh Association of Software &
Information Services (BASIS) Mahboob Zaman (right)
exchanging his views with Executive Director of CPD
Prof Mustafizur Rahman (left) and invited guest

CanCham President Masud Rahman (middle) discussing
with President of Dhaka Stock Exchange Md. Shakil
Rizvi (right) & Country Manager of Turkish Airlines Inc
Hikmet Mesut TURKSEVEN

Ali Bakhtiar Mahmood (right), M A Salam (extreme left),
Arild Klokkerhaug (2nd from left) President of Nordic
Chamber of Commcerce & Industry (NCCI) and Mohsin
A Chowdhury (2nd from right) are seen in a discussion

CanCham Review, March 2012
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CanCham Networking Reception

HE Robert McDougall (left) discussing with
President of BACCO Ahmadul Hoq (middle) and
CanCham Director Saiful Islam (right)

Canadian High Commissioner Robert McDougall (left) is
closely looking at an important paper being presented by
Miki Yamamoto (right) of Japan Embassy

Robert McDougall (right) having a light moment with
Chairman Centre for Foreign Affairs Studies (CFAS)
Ashfaqur Rahman (left) and Mohammad Kamal
Uddin (middle)

Canadian Trade Commissioner Mortoza R. Tarafder
(left) and Mahbub Alam (middle) listening to the
Canadian High Commissioner,
Robert McDougall (right)

CanCham President Masud Rahman is seen with
Professor Mohammad Tamim at the networking
reception

Arild Klokkerhaug (extreme left), President of Nordic
Chamber of Commcerce & Industry (NCCI), Country

14

Manager of A-Tex International Ltd Soren Kannik (middle) and
Managing Director of Paxer Dennison Bangladesh Klaas Jan
Stol (extreme right) on the occasion of networking reception
CanCham Review, March 2012

CanCham Networking Reception

Third CanCham Networking Reception-January 14 , 2012

CanCham President Masud
Rahman and Canadian High
Commissioner Heather
Cruden (2nd from left) meets
with Chief Financial Officer
of gpit Kjersti Thoen (extreme
right) and CEO of Grameen
Solutions Naila Chowdhury

CanCham Review Report

CanCham Bangladesh hosted a
networking reception party in honor
of newly appointed High Commissioner of Canada HE Heather
Cruden at the International Club in
Dhaka on January 14, 2012.

CanCham is widening the networking and minimizing the information gap between Canada and
Bangladesh through the publication
of ‘CanCham Review’.

The management hopes that under
the patronization of H.E Heather
Cruden the activities of CanCham
will get fresh impetus and open new
vistas between Canada and Bangladesh.

Former ministers, advisor, local
and international trade bodies,
investors, government and embassy
officials, CanCham board of directors and members attended the
reception.

The objective of this event was to
introduce trade bodies, investors,
business personalities, government
officials with the High Commissioner. All present on the occasion
introduced
themselves
and
exchanged views with the High
Commissioner of Canada in a free
and frank manner.
CanCham engaged in fostering
bilateral relations and cooperation
in the areas of people to people contact, education, trade, commerce
and investment between the two
countries.
CanCham Review, March 2012

Canadian High Commissioner Heather Cruden is seen with Professor
Mohammad Tamim, PhD (extreme right) with President of Bangladesh
Enterprise Institute Farooq Sobhan (extreme left) present on the occasion
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CanCham Networking Reception

Canadian High Commissioner Heather Cruden (2nd
from right) meets with President of Dhaka Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (DCCI) Asif Ibrahim (2nd from
left); Chairman of Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd R Maksud
Khan (extreme left) and Managing Director of Lafarge
Surma Cement Ltd Mike Cowell

Canadian High Commissioner Heather Cruden (right)
meets with former minister Amir Khosru Mahmud
Chowdhury (left); CanCham President Masud
Rahman also seen (middle)

Canadian High Commissioner Heather Cruden (right)
meets with former minister Abdul Moyeen Khan
(extreme left) while Political Advisor of Canadian
High Commission Iftikhar Rashid looks on

CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar talking with
invited guests

Invited guests are seen (from left): President of Dhaka Stock
Exchange Ltd Md Shakil Rizvi; Managing Director of
Lafarge Surma Cement Ltd Mike Cowell, Mohammed N S
Kabir and Chief Technical Advisor, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations Deon Mahoney

Canadian Trade Commissioner Mortoza Tarafder welcomed
Dr. Debapriya Bhattacharya, Distinguished Fellow of Centre
for Policy Dialogue (CPD) at the networking reception
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CanCham Networking Reception

Canadian High Commissioner Heather Cruden (left) is seen
with Managing Director of A K Khan & Co Ltd
Salahuddin Kasem Khan

Canadian High Commissioner Heather Cruden (3rd from
left) posing with Principal Michael Lee Foster (3rd from
right), CEO Begum Shirin Jahan and Mohammad Kamal
Uddin, Chairman of Canadian International School

CanCham President Masud Rahman welcomed Peter
Anthony Dindial, CEO of gpit

CanCham President Masud Rahman talking with Chief
Service Officer of Airtel Bangladesh Rubaba Dowla

G S Akand Masum are seen with guests Miki Yamamoto and
Emilie Barrallon at the networking reception

CanCham Secretary Group Captain Ilyas Akhand (retd) psc
meets with Head of Production of BBC World Service Trust
J Cameron Miller

CanCham Review, March 2012
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New Canadian High Commissioner to
Bangladesh : Biographical Notes
Heather Cruden BA (Honours)
[English Literature], Queen's
University, 1985; MA [Museum
Studies], University of Toronto,
1987; MA [Public Administration],
Queen's University, 1988 joined the
public service in 1992 after working
in both the public and private sectors. She first joined the Canadian
International Development Agency
in 1996 as a project officer with the
Egypt Program and subsequently
served as a senior program manager
with the Americas Branch. Between
2001 and 2008, she served as head
of aid in Ghana, Iraq, the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip. She returned to
Ottawa to work as director general

of

Regional

Emergency

Operations

Management

and

at

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.

Other government organizations
she

has

worked

for

include

Transport Canada, the Treasury

Board Secretariat, Solicitor General
Canada and the Privy Council
Office. Since 2009, Ms Cruden has

been head of aid in Afghanistan.
Over the course of her career, she

has received several awards for her
contribution to the public service.
She has a son, Alexander. Ms

Cruden succeeds Robert McDougall.

Canadian takes 11 years to walk around the
world to promote peace

Jean Beliveau--who arrived to a
hero's welcome recently in Montreal
from loved ones, lawmakers and supporters--said his "real mission" was to
lobby Canada and other governments
to create "ministries of peace." The
56-year-old Canadian man left home
after his business went bankrupt , completed an 11-year walk around the
world on Sunday, and told a crowd of
well-wishers his new goal was to promote peace.
"We are all different, and that is what
is beautiful about life on Earth--our
different colours, different beliefs, different political systems," he said.
"Those are all musical notes... we must
create harmony from them, create a
common tune," an emotional Beliveau
told the crowd assembled at city hall in
the old part of the city.
Beliveau left Montreal on the day of
his 45th birthday--August 18, 2000-after his small sign business went
bankrupt. He decided to run around the

18

world to try to escape the pain. The
Canadian ran all the way to Atlanta,
Georgia before slowing his stride for
what would become the longest uninterrupted walk around the world:
75,000 kilometres across 64 countries.
Over 11 years, he travelled across
deserts and mountains. He fell in love
for nine days in Mexico, wore a turban
and a long beard in Sudan, ate snake in
China, and was escorted by armed soldiers in the Philippines.
Upon his return on Sunday, Beliveau
reunited with his mother, whom he had
not seen throughout his 11 years on the
road. She welcomed him in a tight
embrace. Longtime girlfriend Luce
Archambault, who offered Beliveau
emotional and financial support
throughout his journey, and his two
children from a previous marriage
were also on hand for the celebration.
More than 100 supporters walked the
final kilometres with Beliveau through
the streets of Montreal. Beliveau said a

so-called "ministry of peace" could
lead to the creation of a team that
would lecture students on peace issues,
as well as a Canadian peace corps. The
idea is backed by the Society to
Promote Departments of Peace.
–Courtsey: AFP
CanCham Review, March 2012

Global Canada

Canada has best reputation in
the world: study

Results from 42,000 respondents
worldwide ranked Sweden next, fol-

lowed by Australia, Switzerland and
New Zealand, the reputation management firm said. Pakistan, Iran
and Iraq were ranked lowest in the
50-country study, while the United
States and China were ranked in the
middle and lower tiers.

The countries scored high for their
steady democracies, high economic
output per capita, focus on active
lifestyles, well developed political
systems and perceived neutrality to
international political upheavals.

A Canadian marketing board's
wheat cartel, accounting for 10
per cent of global wheat sales
and half of all durum wheat used
to make pasta, will reportedly be
dismantled by mid-2012. The
government unveiled legislation
to end the Canadian Wheat
Board's
wheat
marketing
monopoly and intends to pass it
by year's end. Farmers in
Canada's vast western plains will

have a choice of whether to sell
their wheat on an open market or
through a ‘voluntary’ Canadian
Wheat Board, which will be privatized by 2017. It has been
reported that today's entrepreneurial farmers are proving over
and over again they can and will
help drive the economy if they
have control over their farm and
their own bottom line.
For the grain industry this

means a choice in how they market their grain, a choice in when
they sell their crop, a choice of
who they sell their crop to, and a
choice in what price they sell
their crop for and ultimately
whether they sell through the
voluntary Wheat Board or access
to the open market.

Research In Motion's Mike
Lazaridis and Jim Balsillie have
bowed to investor pressure and
resigned as co-CEOs, handing
the top job to an insider with four
years at the struggling BlackBerry
maker.
Thorsten Heins, a former
Siemens AG executive who has
risen steadily through RIM's
upper management ranks since
joining the Canadian company in
late 2007, took over as CEO.
The shift ends the two-decade
long partnership of Lazaridis and

Balsillie atop a once-pioneering
technology company that now
struggles against Apple and
Google.
With RIM's share price plummeting to eight-year lows, a flurry of speculation that RIM was
up for sale has enveloped the
company in recent months. But
investors have pointed to the
domineering
presence
of
Lazaridis and Balsillie as one
reason a sale would prove difficult.
Activist investors have clam-

ored in recent months for a new,
"transformational" leader who
could revitalize RIM's product
line and resuscitate its once cutting-edge image. It remains to be
seen whether RIM has found
such a leader in Heins, analysts
said. "It's the first positive thing
that they have done in months,"
said Charter Equity analyst Ed
Snyder, even as he expressed
caution over the choice of Heins,
a longtime lieutenant of Lazaridis and Balsillie.
Courtesy: Reuters

Canada has the best reputation in
the world, says a study measuring
public perceptions of 50 countries
around the world, released in
September, 2011.

–Courtesy: AFP

Canada moves to end wheat marketing monopoly

Courtesy: The Financial Express

BlackBerry maker's CEOs hand
reins to insider

CanCham Review, March 2012
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CanCham Doings

Sixth AGM of CanCham Bangladesh
CanCham Review Report

The 6th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of Canada
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(Cancham) was held on Thursday, 07 April, 2011 at Dhaka
Club Limited, Ramna, Dhaka. The President Mr. Masud
Rahman presided over the meeting and called the meeting
to order in due time and welcomed members present for
their whole-hearted participation. As per the practice, the
Secretary read out the notice of the 6th Annual General
Meeting for kind information of the members. President
then drew the kind attention of members present in the
meeting and went through the Annual Report of Board of
Directors for 2010 at a straight. He basically summarized
and highlighted the major activities performed during the
year under review. The AGM then proceeded effectively
agenda-wise.

Sixth CanCham AGM is in progress: CanCham
President Masud Rahman (middle); CanCham
Secretary General Wali Sattar (extreme right)
and CanCham Treasurer Manzur-ur-Rahman
Ruskin (extreme left)

Strategic partnership agreement among
CanCham Bangladesh, BASIS and BACCO

A strategic partnership agreement
among
CanCham
Bangladesh,
Bangladesh Association of Software &
Information Services (BASIS) and
Bangladesh Association of Call Centre
and Outsourcing (BACCO) was signed
on Thursday 17 November, 2011 in
Dhaka with the goal of software development and export diversification
including IT outsourcing and development of call center business involving
Canada, USA and Bangladesh. The
major objective of the agreement is to
highlight the complementary role of
the private sector as well as that of public sector and get market access leading
to enhancement of business volume
between Canada and Bangladesh. The
partnership agreement was signed by
Masud Rahman, President, CanCham
Bangladesh, Forkan Bin Quasem,
Secretary General, BASIS and
Ahmadul Hoq, President of BACCO,
representing their respective trade bodies.
"The objective of the agreement is to
highlight the complementary role of
the private sector as well as that of public sector and get market access leading
to enhancement of business volume
between Canada and Bangladesh," said
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From left, Ahmadul Hoq, President of Bangladesh Association of Call
Centre and Outsourcing, Masud Rahman, President of CanCham
Bangladesh and Forkan Bin Quasem, Secretary General of Bangladesh
Association of Software and Information Services, shake hands after
signing a deal at the Canadian High Commission in Dhaka. Canadian
High Commissioner Heather Cruden, extreme right in the back row,
is also seen.

Rahman in his speech. Under the partnership, two seminars on IT outsourcing and call centre business would be
held in Bangladesh and Canada in
2012. Rahman said the presence of

Canadian private companies is growing
in Bangladesh as they realize that the
opportunities exist within the market of
about 30 million middle-class population.
CanCham Review, March 2012
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IT sector can be the next golden goose

By Enayet Rasul Bhuiyan

The remittance sent home by our
overseas workers and earnings from
the garment sector are considered to
be the two lifelines of the national
economy of Bangladesh. But in recent
months a crisis appears to be gripping
the manpower export sector which is
considered to have even a bigger role
than the garment sector in keeping the
foreign currency reserve in good
shape. Specially, the job prospects of
our workers already staying in various
middle eastern countries have been
pushed into uncertainty from the worsening socio-political turmoil in these
countries.
Even in the relatively stable countries such as Saudi Arabia, the opportunities for our workers to get jobs
there are seen as very poor like never
before. The threat to manpower
export, the mainstay of the Bangladesh economy, is even now not felt so
badly, as the effects of the adverse
conditions are yet to crystallise fully.
But when they do, the economy could
be seen reeling from the consequences.
Although the garment sector was
able to cope with the effects of a lingering global recession and growing
workers' induced troubles, under the
circumstances one should not realistically pin too much hope on the sole
garment sector to keep economic
growth and employment creation reasonable in the context of Bangladesh.
Bangladesh requires, specially, the rise
of some other sector rapidly to offset
the losses which are already noted in
the manpower export sector to maintain its macroeconomic stability.
There are limitations to the country's
traditional economic sectors in rapidly
expanding or increasing earnings. For
example, no substantial increase in
earnings from export-oriented jute,
leather and frozen food industries can
be expected. The same have to go
through the whole hog of investments
in their capital machinery, benefit
from favourable demand situation in
CanCham Review, March 2012

importing countries and other related
factors, to be able to expand in the
medium and longer terms when what
Bangladesh badly requires is the
fastest development of some other sector in the 'short' term to face up to its
present economic difficulties.
Out of the emerging new sectors,
shipbuilding shows the possibility of
turning into a major sector, but that too
could happen in the mid and longer
terms. Only information technology
(IT) related outsourcing activities
seem to indicate any immediate major
earning prospect for the country in the
'short' term which is imperative.
Investments in IT infrastructures
would be relatively much less and
already the country possesses considerable capacities in the sector. Only
proper policy implementation by the
government and enabling supports,
can lead to the taking-off of this factor
at the soonest.
The already existing facilities for IT
outsourcing activities in the country
have been pointing to its potentials.
But regrettably the same are not being
exploited as these should have been.
Bureaucratic impediments are complained to be the main impediment
facing the growth of outsourcing in the
IT sector. In a recent study by the
world famous IT organisation, Gartner, Bangladesh was included among
30 countries with the most IT outsourcing possibilities and in the Asian
region its position was 9th in this
regard. According to a recent World
Bank report more then 8,000
Bangladeshi young software developers had found jobs in the industry in
the past two years in Bangladesh and
nearly 1,000 of them were working in
Denmark-Bangladesh IT joint ventures. Industry sources said Bangladeshi IT industry had also developed
business relations with clients in Japan
and other parts in the world.
It appears that only a more supportive role from the government can lead
to a decisive breakthrough for IT outsourcing activities in Bangladesh. But
this process has been foiled by the lack

of farsightedness and timely steps by
our traditionally lethargic and hurdle
creating bureaucracy. It is relevant to
mention here that the renowned Intel
company was allowed in 2005 to train
5,000 IT teachers in Vietnam and later
on to invest about a billion dollars in
the IT sector of that country. This
allowed the IT sector of Vietnam to
flourish very quickly. It is now in a
leading position for outsourcing from
the Asia region.
A far greater offer than Intel in
Vietnam was made to Bangladesh by
Microsoft's Chief Bill Gates when he
also visited Bangladesh in 2005 and
offered to the Bangladesh government
a proposal to train 10,000 IT teachers
and train up 0.1 million trainee workers for IT outsourcing tasks. But nothing happened afterwards. It appears
that the bureaucracy in Bangladesh
characteristically reacted to this most
attractive offer by shelving it and forgetting about it. But Bangladesh
would be well set on its way to
become a formidable IT outsourcing
power by now if this very promising
offer from fabled Bill Gates was taken
up and positively acted upon in time.
Like the golden goose, the IT sector
could be laying the golden eggs by
now to secure the country's economy
from the threats confronting it from
shrinking opportunities for our
migrant workers and growing squeeze
on the employment conditions in the
country. A booming IT outsourcing
industry could absorb millions of educated and even semi-educated young
people and create alternatives in the
horizon of employment when employment prospects abroad are becoming
tougher and bleaker. It has been estimated that out of the emerging sectors
in the economy, IT outsourcing holds
out the most promise to even surpass
the garment and manpower export sectors at the earliest provided it is not
frustrated by bureaucratic obstructions.
–Courtesy: The Financial Express
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Mobile Financial Services: Financial
inclusion for the unbanked

By Shabnam Khan

According to a recent
study conducted by
the
Boston
Consulting
Group
titled The SocioEconomic Impact of
Mobile
Financial
Services, 72% of the
population (2.5 billion) in the developing world has no access to formal
banking services. An equal amount
of the population however has
mobile phones. This means, potentially there are about 2 billion people in this world who can be financially included through mobile
financial services (MFS). This is an
astonishing fact since financial
inclusion has far reaching consequences for the individual and the
society in general. There has been
research conducted in the recent
past which shows a positive correlation between financial inclusion and

the achievement of social and economic goals of a nation.
The unbanked have a definite
need for financial inclusion. Most
traditional banks leave out the
unbanked from their services
because they perceive the unbanked
as high risk, low revenue customers.
The unbanked generally participate
in monetary transactions through
informal channels that are full of
uncertainty, unreliability and fraud.
Financial inclusion will serve to
bring the basic right of financial
security to the poor and MFS is the
ideal channel of choice because of
the high mobile penetration rates in
the unbanked population. The poor
unbanked population has the right
to reliable financial transaction and
the options of savings and insurance. The poor regularly face
income volatility and expense
shocks. Financial inclusion through
MFS will serve to mitigate these for
the poor. MFS will ensure smooth-

ing out of cash flow by building a
safeguard through savings, increase
inflows through remittances, and
accumulate small amounts of
money for major expenses through
credit and savings products.
Financial inclusion will also defend
against severe expense shocks by
helping to provide funds when an
unexpected negative event occurs.
Temporary shortfalls can be
addressed through credit, remittances, and insurance products.
Financial inclusion promotes inclusive growth - this means discrepancy in income and quality of life
between the upper and lower strata
of the society decreases as a long
term effect of financial inclusion.
The poor have a right to financial
inclusion that they are currently
being denied because of heightened
bureaucracy, tedious processes,

Figure: Implications of Financial Inclusion
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indifference from traditional banking channels and the lack of physical bank branches in remote locations. Financial inclusion through
MFS eliminates all these road
blocks for the poor, unbanked population and brings them under the
umbrella of financial services that
they deserve. MFS is the best channel for financial inclusion for the
poor because they already have the
accessing device, the mobile phone
in their hands. They just need the
service to be brought to them and
this will revolutionize the way the
poor use financial services through
cutting edge technology at their finger tips.
Bangladesh offers a highly favorable environment for large scale
deployment and adoption of mobile
financial services (MFS) because of
its high mobile penetration rates. A
T Capital Research estimates that
there are 85 million mobile subscribers in Bangladesh at present.
Bangladesh currently has a 55%
financial inclusion rate with 16% of
the total population being fully
banked, and 39% of the population
being underbanked, with only basic
access, such as a savings account. In
Bangladesh, 76% of the unbanked
are mobile addressable. This means
with an efficient mobile financial
service, the banking needs of the
majority of the unbanked in
Bangladesh can be met. Bangladesh's inclusion rate is extremely
high given its current level of economic development in comparison
to other developing countries.
However, at present MFS is nearly
non-existent in Bangladesh.
Access to financial services is key
to the achievement of a nation's
social and economic goals. Economic benefits of increasing financial
inclusion of a country include an
increase in domestic capital formation, the drawing of credit into the
banking system, and the time and
cost savings that MFS would bring
to individuals and companies.
These lead to larger economic
effects, including growth in Gross
CanCham Review, March 2012

Domestic Product (GDP), entrepreneurship, and creation of new jobs.
Social benefits of enhancing
financial inclusion include increased remittances, income savings
during favorable times and access to
insurance. These impacts lead to
greater social benefits, such as a
reduction in financial exclusion, an
increase in the poor population's
resilience to shocks and the ability
of the poor population to send their
children to school even during
financial calamities.
MFS can significantly increase
access to formal financial services
in Bangladesh, given an appropriate
ecosystem. In The Socio-Economic
Impact of Mobile Financial Services, The Boston Consulting Group
estimates that with an efficient
Mobile Financial Services platform
in place in Bangladesh

Bill payment users could
increase by 22 million by 2020
n
Formal savings users could
increase by 30 million by 2020
n
Formal credit users could
increase by 12 million by 2020
n
Insurance users could increase
by 3 million by 2020
n
Formal remittance service users
could increase by 39%
n
New business activity could
create 0.5 million new jobs by
2020. This translates into jobs
for 1 in 9 unemployed today
n
MFS could increase tax revenues US$ 0.5 billion by 2020
The positive impacts of MFS on
the achievement of a nation's social
and economic goals are unquestionable and have been proven time and
again, especially in the recent past.
MFS will augment the realization of
the Bangladesh government's vision
for 2021 laid out in the "Charter of
Change". MFS will enhance
Bangladesh's GDP growth and be
an added impetus to the nation's
growth. MFS will also ensure
reduction in inequality and promote

inclusive growth. Finally and most
importantly, MFS will provide the
poor unbanked population of
Bangladesh (49%) with the basic
right to financial services that is
easily accessible, reliable, inexpensive and available to them whenever they need it.

The social and economic implications of MFS have been proven
before and success stories include:
n
In Pakistan, during floods,
EasyPaisa used its platform to
solicit and distribute donations
n

n

n

n

In Kenya, MPesa's UAP Insurance insures poor farmers
through mobile phones against
weather induced crop failures

In Philippines, Smart Money
has created a new level of trust
in people for a more secure
means of transaction

In Bangladesh, Cellbazar has
created a virtual marketplace
and is recognized as a reliable
means of buying and selling

Eventually MFS will grow and
make financial inclusion a reality
for the billions of poor in the developing world and bring financial
services to the footsteps of the
unbanked in the world. The question now is not whether we want to
implement Mobile Financial Services, but rather how fast we can get
there.
About the author: Shabnam Khan
is a Specialist in the Commercial
Department of GPIT. Her current
responsibilities include
Commercial Strategy & New
Business Development. Shabnam
has a Masters in Engineering
Management from Duke University
and Bachelors in Electrical
Engineering from the National
University of Singapore
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Asia 2050 and Bangladesh

Bangladesh and the engines of
Asia’s re-emergence by 2050

Asian Development Bank in its
report titled ‘Asia 2050: Realizing the
Asian Century’ identifies seven Asian
economies as engines of Asia's reemergence by 2050. The countries
are: China, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Republic of Korea, Malaysia and
Thailand.

The report said Asia could emerge
as the dominant engine of global
growth by 2050, accounting for more
than half of the world's gross domestic product (GDP), with the 'Asia 7'
leading Asian growth. By then, the
'Asia 7' will comprise around 45 per
cent of world GDP from the current
level of 22 per cent. 'Asia 7' now comprises 78 per cent of Asian population
that is projected to decline to 73 per
cent by 2050. Rapid improvement in
technology and factory productivity,
major share of world's added capital
stock, and revolution in communication will be the major drivers for Asia.
Asia is projected to emerge as the
biggest stakeholder in the global commons, including an open trading system, a stable financial system, and
international rule of law. Ensuring
inclusive economic growth, ability to
avoid the middle income trap, innovation, promotion and nurturing of new
technologies, improved governance
and institutional capacity, and regional cooperation are seen as the major
challenges in realising the vision of
this Asian century.

I tried to give a big picture of
Bangladesh's growth story, and shared
the dream of a nation, which earned
its independence with a great sacrifice
in 1971. Many pundits thought
Bangladesh was a 'test case' of development and were sceptical about her
very survival. Yet, Bangladesh surged
ahead and today it is a 'success story'
that may perhaps be difficult to com-
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prehend by many. Not surprisingly,
Bangladesh is not in the list of those
countries, which will be the members
of Asian powerhouse.
Where then is Bangladesh?

Despite steady growth and
improved performance in economic
and social indicators over the past two
decades, Bangladesh has not been
included in the 'Asia 7'. However,
growth prospects of Bangladesh figure prominently in a number of past
and recent projections of other
sources e.g. next 11 emerging
economies after BRICs by Goldman
Sachs, among 11 Global Growth
Generators (3G) by Citigroup.
Bangladesh economy has maintained
resilient, stable growth in the face of
repeated internal and external shocks,
providing markets and entrepreneurs
a predictable policy environment of
low uncertainty.

Since liberation in 1971, nominal
GDP in USD has increased more than
eighteenfold while the population has
increased a little over twofold. Unlike
many developing nations, Bangladesh's private sector is the overwhelming driver of growth accounting for nearly 90 per cent of economic activities. Bangladesh has ample
supply of competitive low cost labour
with a large working age population
pool. Fiscal and monetary policies of
the country have consistently maintained cautious, prudent stance. Fiscal
deficits in recent years have remained
below 4 per cent of GDP. The economy has been on strong growth
rebound in fiscal year 2011 following
a brief spell of slowdown in the global downturn. Excellent agricultural
output performance, above 40 per
cent year-on-year growth in exports
and imports (with only about one-seventh of imports comprising food and
consumer goods, the rest being production inputs and capital goods) are
indicative of vigorous growth push in

both the manufacturing and services
sectors. Given these visible realities
ignored by some growth pessimists,
including a think-tank, an ex-finance
adviser and an ex-governor, real GDP
growth in FY 11 looks more likely to
exceed 6.66 per cent than to fall short
of this. It would not be surprising to
see the final FY 11 growth estimate
touching 7 per cent, with vibrancy of
the growth spurt manifest in record
high growth of external trade that is
projected to be well over $50 billion
in full the full financial year. Growth
pessimists point out that investment
as GDP percentage has not risen
much, but for the last few years
Bangladesh economy is growing
more from increasing productivity of
non-financial factors of production
than from incremental financial
investments.

Literate and better-educated manpower is using upgraded production
techniques and practices in agriculture and manufacturing. Urban migration and increasing female labour
force participation have improved
labour productivity in urban and rural
economy, promoting overall total factor productivity.

Transition of Bangladesh to a significantly higher growth path has
clearly been remarked in Moody's
sovereign credit rating on Bangladesh
for 2011. The growth rate is projected
to accelerate over the medium term to
8 per cent by FY 15. The long term
growth projection for the period of
2010-50 for Bangladesh by Citi
research is equally robust, anticipating sustained 7.5 per cent growth per
annum during this period given
Bangladesh's growth potentials underpinned by favourable demographics
and determination to go digital. Per
capita gross national income is likely
to reach middle-income group threshold ($996 at 2009 prices) by FY 13.
Near term risks to these projections
CanCham Review, March 2012
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include the emerging balance of payments pressure, higher inflation,
weakness in FDI inflows, and weak
implementation of foreign aided projects. Of course, both the central bank
and the government of Bangladesh
have been making focused policy
interventions to overcome these risks.
Steady trends of
socioeconomic growth

According to the World Bank and
World Trade Organisation rankings,
Bangladesh was the 21st fastest GDP
growth country in 2010, seventh
largest remittance recipient country,
70th largest exporter and 68th largest
importer. A survey conducted in 2010
ranked Dhaka seventh among top 10
global destinations for online work.
Bangladesh has also received a number of international accolades: "One
of the frontier five markets" (JP
Morgan Chase), ‘Next 11 emerging
economies after BRICs’ (Goldman
Sachs), ‘One of the potential growth
economies’(PricewaterhouseCoopers).

Besides, with declining poverty,
improved food security, favourable
demographics, and recent efforts to
enhance infrastructure, Bangladesh
has received positive sovereign credit
ratings from Standard and Poor's (BB)
and Moody's (Ba3) in 2010 and 2011
with stable outlook.
Bangladesh economy was mildly
impacted in the recent global financial
crisis. With limited, regulated external
exposure, the financial sector
remained healthy and liquid during
the global crisis, supporting the
affected export and other real sectors.
Strong rebound in external trade,
above 40 per cent growth in exports
and imports thus far in FY 11 (up to
April), has followed a brief spell of
slowdown, during which domestic
consumption was upheld effectively
by microfinance, remittance inflows
and fiscal safety net for the poor.
Apparels exports with 42.34 per cent
growth in FY11 upto April have
bounced back strongly with low

labour costs retaining competitive
edge even after the recent wage hike.
In the post-crisis surge, exports to
new markets in fast growing Asian
economies and exports of newer items
like marine vessels and IT are gaining
momentum. High export growth has
been accompanied by high growth in
import of capital and intermediate
goods for manufacturing sector and
also food items. This higher growth
momentum in external trade has
exerted strong growth push in manufacturing and service sectors. Agricultural output remains buoyant, supported by timely access to inputs and
financing. Near self-sufficiency in
food grain output (rice production
meeting 96 per cent of domestic
needs) limits the stresses to food security from global shortages and price
spikes.
–Courtesy: Governor of
Bangladesh Bank presented the
paper on ADB's 44th annual meeting in Hanoi, Vietnam

Kotler's formula for faster growth

Philip Kotler, known as the guru of
marketing laid out a number of recommendations for Bangladesh to achieve
faster economic progress.

The suggestions are: targeting some
selective countries to attract investment, following the models of emerging economies such as China and
India, making cheaper and better
products for the poor, and branding
the country based on its strength.
"To brand Bangladesh better, the
concerned people should run a good
campaign into those countries in
which Bangladesh wants their products or services to sell more and to
know a lot about it,'' said Prof Kotler
at a session with the media at
Sonargaon Hotel.
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Kotler, a well known personality
among business students, academicians and marketing executives worldwide, put forward these suggestions
hours after he landed for the first time
in Dhaka.

"Bangladesh should select some
countries, which can invest in here,
where they can run a strong campaign,
which I believe could turn upside
down the whole economy within no
time,'' he said.
''China, India, Russia, and Brazil all
have done it. Even Indonesia is progressing really well. They have a GDP
growth of 6.9 per cent right now. So
why can't Bangladesh?" said Kotler.
The 80-year-old professor of international marketing at JL Kellogg

Graduate School of Management of
Northwestern University is acclaimed
for writing textbooks on marketing
and broadening the idea of marketing.
He became an icon in the academic
arena for popularizing a groundbreaking theory of marketing -- the
Four Ps (Product, Price, Place, and
Promotion).

''Marketing is about really creating
fans. The magic of marketing is being
the right time with right product with
right place with right people. The
great companies always build community,'' he said.
He said the garments made by
Bangladesh are creating an impact
among customers in advanced
economies.
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''Your garment is going to Marks
and Spencer. Made in Bangladesh has
got a good meaning," he said.
Kotler suggested Bangladesh focus
on widening industries that generate
more foreign exchange through
export, and also attracting foreign
capital.
He said Bangladesh, a country of
over 160 million population, can follow the examples of Japan, which
made better and cheaper products to
lift its economy from the devastation
of the World War II.
''Japan, after the Second World War,
started copying US products, but they
made it better and cheaper, '' he said,
adding that the strategy helped Japan
win.

After four to five years, the US
manufacturers started envying the
Japanese, the marketing boss said.
''You can always win the market
through making better and cheaper
product.''
Kotler stressed the need for a strong
tourism industry, saying that it plays
an important role in portraying a good
image of the country among people
abroad.
''You really have to run a good campaign if you want others to know.''
He suggested to follow the Singapore growth model as the country has
advanced by focusing on education,
healthcare and financial markets.
The professor also asked Bangla-

desh to target a niche section of people
abroad, especially those who have
capital.

Director of UN Department of
Economy and Social Affairs (UNDESA) Dr Rob Vos has described
Bangladesh as 'a rising star' of economic growth and fiscal discipline.
"Among the least developed countries (LDCs), Bangladesh economy is
maintaining a high growth rate of
over 6.0 per cent and expected to
maintain its high growth rate in 2012
despite the global slowdown. It is a
'rising star' of economic growth and
fiscal discipline," he said while presenting the annual report on world
economic situation.
The report stated that while
economies of the developed countries
of Euro zone and North America are
teetering on the brink of another
major downturn, few developing
economies like that of China and
India and low income countries like
Bangladesh are maintaining high
growth rates and higher per capita
income growth. "Their growth is
expected to remain robust."
It said the LDCs that maintained an

average 7.0 per cent GDP growth rate
in 2006, which went down to 5.3 per
cent on average in 2009 and further
declined to 5.0 per cent in 2011 may
maintain 5.2 per cent in 2012 and 5.4
per cent in 2013.
"However, Bangladesh economy
which had 6.4 per cent GDP growth
rate in 2006 that went down to 5.7 per
cent in 2009 and then increased to 6.6
per cent in 2011 and is expected to
grow 6.7 per cent and 7.0 per cent in
2012 and 2013 respectively in spite
of global financial challenges," Dr
Rob Vos said in his report. He went
on: "Thus comparative to rest of the
economies, Bangladesh is doing very
good in terms of economic management and growth."
The report said the developing
countries that had an average 7.0 per
cent GDP growth rate in 2006 went
down to 3.0 per cent in 2009 and
bounced back to 6.0 per cent in 2011
are likely to maintain 6.0 per cent or
slightly below 6.0 per cent in 2012
and 2013.

It also stated that global job crisis,
recovery of world trade, volatility of
commodity prices, fragilities in the
international financial markets and
financing for development, uncertainties and risks, are the major challenges for the global policymakers.
The report identified inflation as a
major concern for the developing
countries.
The report recommended more
stimulus financing, non-austerity programmes, redesigning macro-economic policies for job growth and
sustainable development, addressing
international financial market, commodity price and exchange rate
volatility.
It also recommended more development financing for achieving sustainable development.
The meeting was chaired by
President of the ECOSOC United
Ambassador Milos Koterec of
Slovakia.
–Courtesy: UNB

''You don't need 6.5 billion people of
the world to know about you,'' he said,
advising that Bangladesh should take
lessons from other emerging
economies.

''The common thing between
Bangladesh and BRIC countries
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) is all
of them are densely populated. So, if
they can do it, I believe Bangladesh
has the potentiality of doing it as
well.''
–Courtsey: The Daily Star

Bangladesh as 'rising star' of economic growth: UN-DESA
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RMG export earnings may
cross $40b by 2020

By Nizam Ahmed

The export earnings of the country's garment sector are likely to
cross $40 billion mark by 2020, if
few challenges the industry is facing
are addressed in the coming years,
exporters and global market monitors said on Thursday.

The challenges being faced by
Bangladesh garment industry are-poor port performance, weak road
network, slower transportation,
inadequate supply of utilities including electricity, gas and fuel oil and
rising labour cost, garment manufacturers and exporters said. "For
next 10 years Bangladesh garment
sector is likely to grow by 9.0 per
cent and by 2020 the export value is
likely to touch $42 billion," said
global online business journal
McKinsey Quarterly.
According to the Export Promotion Bureau, garments export rose
by 43 percent to more than $17.9
billion in FY 2010-11 and in the current FY the export target for garments has been fixed at some
$20.29 billion. "To rapidly increase
the export earnings we need further
improvement of infrastructure, ports
efficiency, road-network and supply
of utilities including electricity, natural gas and water," Syed Nurul

Islam, vice president of Bangladesh
Garment
Manufacturers
and
Exporters Association (BGMEA)
told the FE. Despite improvement of
the situation in the last few years,
the authorities concerned should
continue the development efforts
further, he added.

"With present level of power supply and constraints in other relevant
fields we are earning some $20 billion a year. The export can touch
$50 billion if facilities are improved," said Nurul Islam who has
been elected President of Bangladesh-Malaysia
Chamber
of
Commerce and Industry recently.
Due to lack of proper port efficiency and wider highways exports are
often delayed, other exporters said.
However, the authorities concerned
have started upgrading a national
highway connecting the country's
main Chittagong port with the capital Dhaka and the project is expected to be completed by early 2014,
officials of Roads and Highways
Department said. The power situation also improved but the shortfall
still remains at around 2,000 mega
watt (mw) as the peak-hour demand
rose over 7,000 mw, officials of
Bangladesh Power Development
Board said. Authorities concerned
are still struggling to augment gas

supply through new exploration.

"In the coming years the (garment) industry is likely to face a 30
per cent hike in labour cost, in addition to expenses to be required to
increase capability of workers,"
McKinsey Quarterly said. According to BGMEA officials, currently
a new entrant earns around taka
3,500 per month. There are more
than 5,000 garment factories
employing some 4.0 million workers comprising more than 80 per
cent female workers. In addition to
the rising labour cost, the garment
sector in the country will have to
continue to face additional cost for
inputs as the country has no base of
raw materials. However the prospects for the country's garment sector increased further after India
allowed duty-free and quota-free
access of Bangladeshi garment
products to its market. Recent closure of many garment factories and
shift in investment from garment to
other sector in China due to
improved socio-economic status
and higher labour cost, Bangladesh
is getting wider scope to replace
China, the world's largest garment
supplier, in the coming days, industry sources said.
–Courtesy: The Financial Express

Diversification of products, markets can ensure
sustainability of export earnings
By Syed Ejaz Ahsan

Bangladesh mainly exports garments, frozen foods, jute and jute
goods. Our economy is primarily
dependent on the earnings from two
CanCham Review, March 2012

sectors, garments export and remittance of the workers from abroad.
The product lines of our exports are
also very narrow. At the same time,
our export market is also concentrated in two or three regions, where

we are facing severe competition
from other developing countries.
Moreover, our products are lowtech and labour intensive, as such it
has opened the door for other countries to take over our existing mar
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kets. Bangladeshi garments export
markets are concentrated mainly in
the highly industrialised USA and
Western Europe. Since the items are
not essential products like fuel or
medicine, any unexpected economic
downturn reduces the scope of
exports. However, Bangladesh has
the potential to develop many other
high-tech and heavy industrial products. For example, it has recently
joined the club of ocean-going shipbuilding countries that shows that
the country has the ability to expand
this market. In addition, Bangladesh
has improved a lot in pharmaceutical products, which can be exported
for earning valuable foreign
exchange.
So, the only way out of the present
bleak situation is diversification of
both export products and markets.
Diversification is a form of corporate strategy for a company. It seeks
to increase profitability through
greater sales volume obtained from
new products and new markets. The
company adds new products or
services that are often technologically or commercially unrelated to
current products, but that may
appeal to the current customers.
Diversification may be defensive or
offensive. Either spreading the risk
of market contraction, being forced
to diversify when current market
orientation seems to provide no further opportunities for growth, conquering new positions, or taking
opportunities that promise greater
profitability than expansion opportunities. Regarding the export market, it is no longer wise to depend on
the traditional export markets
because of severe competition and
new threats emerging in those markets. On the other hand, new
avenues, new markets and new
opportunities are opening up and
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already some countries like China
and India are availing the opportunities. The African continent may be
the new avenue for Bangladeshi
products and services.

Since the economies of the
African continent are expanding,
the demand for goods and services
are increasing at a faster rate. This is
a great opportunity for Bangladesh
to export its garments products to
African countries, because demand
for low value non-branded products
is greater there than in other places.
Pharmaceutical products could be
another prospective sector. Some of
the local companies have started
producing international standard
medicines and Africa could become
a market for our pharmaceutical
products in the near future. The
African continent could also be a
suitable place for branding our
products. Being an unexplored new
market, it is going to be easier for
Bangladeshi goods to be branded in
their own brand name. High promotional as well as publicity costs over
time is involved in creating brand
loyalty, so establishing a brand in a
competitive market is difficult and
risky indeed. It is better to look for
an unexplored or new market for
branding our products and for this
Africa is considered very suitable.

In addition to Africa, there are
similar markets in Central Asia,
Latin America and the Asia-Pacific
region. Continuous market and
product research is needed in this
connection, which will allow us to
penetrate into new markets. Market
expansion will create more jobs and
increase the economic growth at a
faster rate which is needed for our
country to solve the mounting economic problems of the nation. For
the existing markets, Bangladesh

needs to look at high-value fashion
goods and other such items where
quota is not applicable and competition is less intense. Moreover, these
items are less price-sensitive and
less affected by an economic recession. Once jute, popularly known as
the Golden Fibre, and jute goods
were our main export item, but over
time, it lost its market to synthetic
fibres. However, diversified use of
jute could help regain its share of
the market. So, we have to be very
careful about narrow product line
dependency of our export market. If
we want to maintain a high level of
economic growth and keep other
macro-economic indices towards a
positive direction, then we have to
look for diversification of both our
export products and markets.

Often, we are frustrated with the
economic future of the nation. It is a
densely populated country; poverty,
malnutrition, natural disasters, traffic jam, corruption and food shortages are very common. Many developed countries of Europe were no
better than Bangladesh just a century ago. Even some 20 or 30 years
back, South-East Asian countries
like Singapore and Malaysia were in
a worse shape economically, but
their far sightedness and ability to
utilise business opportunities and
timely action has changed their fate
in less than three decades. Now, we
need to change our vision, and think
and act positively to change our fate
within a short time.
The writer is faculty at Pen field School
and College. He can be reached at
email:seahsan@gmail.com

–Courtesy: The Financial Express
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Promoting renewable energy sources

By Mohammad Mizanur Rahman

Today, energy has become the focus of
worldwide debate. At present energy
systems generate severe economic,
strategic-political conflicts and environmental deterioration. In this context,
renewable energies are playing a vital
role in the new model of development as
well as poverty elimination process -development that is clean and efficient.
Developing renewable
energies can also renew
development worldwide
including Bangladesh. The
first evidence of introducing renewable energies
took place in the developed countries back in
1970s or earlier when, in
regard of political crises
and exponential rise in the price of oil
governments became aware of the need
for greater energy independence.
According to the International Energy
Agency (IEA) which analyses the evolution of energy markets in developed
countries, the contribution of renewable
energies (including large hydroelectric
infrastructures) to the energy on offer
increased from 141.5 Mtoe (4.6%) in
1970 to 280.9 (5.5%) in 2001.
Over the last three decades of last century, the contribution of renewable energies has increased on average by 2.2%
while the total energy on offer has
increased by 1.6% over the same period.
Whereas the contribution of renewable
energies (such as hydroelectric or geothermal) declined, that of new renewable
energies (such as solar or wind)
increased by 23% between 1980 and
2001.The IEA member governments distributed about 291 billion USD for energy research, development and deployment from 1974 to 2002. In the same
period, investments for research development and deployment in renewable
energies in developed countries estimated to be close to 23.55 billion USD, 8%
of the total funds allocated.
On the other hand, developing countries including Bangladesh are in a vulnerable situation in matters of energy
demand. They are also searching for
alternative energy sources as well as
renewable energies such as solar, wind,
biomass, sea water and geo-thermal etc.
CanCham Review, March 2012

Because of the constant increase in energy demand, limitation of oil production,
global reserves are decreasing.
Dependency on fossil fuel imports from
countries that are often politically unstable is brought with scarcity and excessive prices. The growth of renewable
energy sources in developing countries
has started to be exponential. In 2005 for
example, China invested 7 billion USD,
and India overtook Japan in terms of

installed renewable capacity. China
comes out as the leader in annual investments, first for solar heated water, third
in ethanol production and fifth in wind
energy. India on the other hand is fourth
in wind energy and solar heated water
investments. Of the 43 countries that
have national renewable energy targets,
especially eights are emerging
economies: China, Brazil, India,
Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Egypt and South Africa.
According to Renewable Energy
Policy of Bangladesh, published on
November 06, 2008, the objectives are:
* Harnessing the potential of renewable energy resources and dissemination
of renewable energy technologies in
rural, peri-urban and urban areas;
* Enabling, encouraging, and facilitating both public and private sector investment in renewable energy projects;
* Developing sustainable energy supplies to substitute indigenous nonrenewable energy supplies;
* Scaling up contributions of renewable energy to electricity production;
* Promoting appropriate, efficient and
environment friendly use of renewable
energy;
* Training and for facilitating the use
of renewable energy at every level of
energy usage;* Creating enabling environment and legal support to encourage
the use of renewable energy;

* Promoting development of local
technology in the field of renewable
energy;
* Promoting clean energy for CDM.
* Setting targets for developing renewable energy resources to meet 5% of the
total power demand by 2015 and 10% by
2020.
There are many sources of renewable
energy, such as -- solar photovoltaic,
solar thermal power, wind
energy, biomass, biogas,
hydropower and other
renewable energy sources
including; bio-fuels, gasohol, geothermal, river current, wave and tidal energy
etc. Of them, solar power
and wind power are very
important sources for
Bangladesh. Meanwhile, Bangladesh has
found small potential windows from the
solar power. In June 2008, solar photovoltaic systems were used in the country
-- about 200,000 household-level installations having capacity of 12 MW. This
is too small in the face of increasing
demand. On the other hand for wind
power based electricity generation it is 2
MW with installed turbines at Feni and
Kutubdia.
Recommendations to promote renewable energies:

* Direct public investment and facilitation

* Market access policies, including
price fixing, setting quotas, programs for
small producers etc.
* Public-private partnership investment

* Strong incentives to research and
development of available renewable
energy resources.

* Public awareness and technical training facilities

* Plan of action for the dissemination
of use of renewable energies

* Job security by developing the
renewable energy sector.
The writer is a botanist and researcher.

–Courtesy: The Daily Star
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IDCOL plans to develop Solar Irrigation Pump (SIP) program

By Islam Sharif
Infrastructure Development Company
Limited (IDCOL), the pioneer in disseminating renewable energy technologies in
Bangladesh, has now embarked on solar
irrigation pump(SIP) program in
Bangladesh with a view to replacing
diesel irrigation pumps by solar PV
based irrigation pumps. The program
will ensure availability of water to the
farmers for irrigation throughout the year
and expected to impact on reduction of
the import of fossil fuels.
IDCOL, a state owned non-bank financial institution, started implementing
renewable energy projects/program since
2003. It has received grant and credit
support from the World Bank, ADB,
IDB, GEF, KfW, GIZ, SNV, GPOBA
(DFID and SIDA) and Japan
Government for its renewable energy initiatives.
IDCOL's flagship off-grid solar home
system (SHS) program has been by all
accounts has been very successful. As of
September 2011, a total of 1.1 million
SHS have been installed in the rural areas
of Bangladesh with 5.5 million beneficiaries (4% of total population). It has also
financed 21,000 domestic biogas plants,
few large scale biogas (cow-dung and
poultry litter) and biomass (rice-husk)
gasification based electricity projects and
one solar mini-grid project in
Bangladesh. IDCOL plans to initiate a
Solar Irrigation Pump (SIP) program on
the heels of its successful and world
renowned Solar Home Systems (SHS)
program.
The agriculture sector contributes 20%
to the country's GDP. Around 60~70% of
the population relies heavily on agriculture. About 266,000 irrigation pumps are
being operated in the country by electricity consuming about 1300 MW of electricity, approximately 25% of the country's total generation. The country currently exhausts on an average, about 0.9
million tons of diesel per year to operate
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over 1.34 million diesel-run irrigation
pumps.
Considering the energy crisis and ever
increasing and un-predictable price of
petroleum products, it is important to
explore alternative energy sources for
irrigation to ensure both food and energy
security. In this context, the application
of solar irrigation pump has tremendous
potential to decrease the load on the
nation's total electricity and fossil fuel
consumption.
IDCOL is currently working to develop a viable business model in solar based
irrigation which can be replicated
throughout the country. It is now implementing a pilot program to install 100
solar irrigation pumps in selected 100
upazillas. Irrigation data of all these
upazillas has already been collected by a
renowned consultant- very crucial to the
design of the proposed SIP program.
Solar irrigation pumps can supply
water in all harvesting seasons in
Bangladesh as the country gets adequate
sunlight throughout the year. However,
installation cost of the pumps is very
high. Therefore, optimum utilization of
the pump capacity has to be ensured
which can be achieved by selecting the
appropriate location. Three aspects are
critical to the success of a Solar Irrigation
Pump : 1) pump's command area should
not be inundated during rainy season 2)
existing practice of three or more crop
cultivation 3) not too deep water table
or availability of surface water.
The program will be implemented
through NGOs or private entities which
will select areas and target customers,
install the pumps, operate and supply
water to the farmers and collect payments. The rate offered by them should
be same or lower than the existing irrigation cost with diesel pumps. IDCOL will
provide them necessary technical, financial and promotional support. It will
ensure proper installation and operation
of the pumps through periodic field visits. IDCOL's Technical Committee will
approve the equipments to be used under
the program.
Under the program, solar irrigation
pumps with an average capacity of 5-8
KW will be installed that will operate at
a total head of 12-15 meter. The pump of
this size is capable to lift 300,000400,000 liters of water per day which can

cover 8-10 hectares of rice and 25
hectares of vegetable cultivation. Each
pump will cost USD 30,000-45,000.

The NGOs/private entities will be
required to invest 30% of the pump cost
as equity. The remaining amount will be
financed with a mix of debt and equity.
At pilot phase, IDCOL is offering 40%
of the cost as grant and remaining 30%
as concessionary loan at 6% interest rate
per annum and with 8 years tenure.
These funds are being sourced from
KfW, GPOBA, the World Bank and
ADB.
The first solar irrigation pump
financed by IDCOL was a 11.2 kW
pump of Grameen Shakti installed at
Sapahar Upazilla under Naogaon district.
IDCOL has received several applications
for solar irrigation pumps from
NGOs/private entities which are now
under approval process. The pilot program is expected to be completed by next
year.
IDCOL is working closely with the
Power Division under the Ministry of
Power, Energy and Mineral Resources to
implement 150 MW irrigation pump program of the Government under which
18,750 solar irrigation pumps will be
installed in four years. Net benefit of the
program will be around 262 million considering establishment cost of USD 806
million, diesel import saving of USD 900
million, CDM revenue of USD 18 million and USD 150 million establishment
cost saving of a 150 MW power plant.
On successful completion of the pilot
program, IDCOL will start implementing
the irrigation program of the government. A total of USD 646 million financial support in the form of grant and loan
needs to be arranged by the government
for this particular program.
The knowledge and experience to be
gained in pilot phase will assist IDCOL
in developing a viable business model.
Once a viable financial and implementation model is developed, IDCOL
expects private sector participation in
implementing the main phase of the program as experienced in other renewable
energy programs.
- The Writer is : Islam Sharif
Chief Executive Officer
Infrastructure Development
Company Limited (IDCOL)
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Life in Canada: An expatriate's conception

By Flt Engineer (retd) Abdullah
Mohibuddin

This is Canada - a blend of multinational people and different cultures. It is made to one nation and
one great country - that is CANADA. When I was reading this newspaper online, various web-based
links started blinking. The famous
Rogers brought my attention and
that is about the TV/cable connection
and
surprisingly
the
Bangladeshi TV channels -- ATN,
Channel-i & NTV -- were available.
I did not waste my time, I called
Rogers company and they set up the
cable TV, home telephone, Wireless
phone (cell phone) and internet in
my condo (apartment).
Now, I am being benefitted from
their prompt services, but ultimately, who gets the maximum business
benefit? Definitely, it is Rogers
company by giving Ads to Bangladeshi newspapers - The Financial
Express. This is not only I am the
customer of Rogers; Rogers has
thousands of ethnics customers like
me. Thanks to The Financial
Express which brought close relations between Bangladesh and
Canada.
Recently, I went a day trip to
Niagara Falls. I have visited Niagara Falls several times in the past.
But after five years of break, this
time I observed different things.
Before approaching Niagara Falls, I
saw several vineyards on both side
of the roads. Now, wine is being
manufactured from these vines. The
Germans and Belgians are the people behind this project. Maybe one
day, Canada will export wine.
The people from various countries
came to Canada as immigrants and
have settled here as Canadians. Just
to say in short, Canada has three
levels of government -- Federal,
Provincial or Territorial, and
Municipal. Canada has ten
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provinces and each has its own government and Premier. But interesting story that I am going to share
with you, is about the provinces the Canadian Prairies. The
Canadian Prairies is a region of
Canada, specifically in western
Canada, which may correspond to
several different definitions, natural
or political. Notably, the Prairie
provinces or simply the Prairies
comprise the provinces of Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, as
they are largely covered by prairie.
In a more restricted sense, the term
may also refer only to the areas of
those provinces covered by prairie.
Nothing grows except wheat in
the prairies. They have vast land
which was made as agricultural
land. The people who were living
there used to cultivate wheat only.
In order to transport this wheat, the
Federal Government connected
these provinces with railway link to
the seaport. Several years were
going like this and even the government subsidised the farmers to help
them export wheat.
Then a good government came by
the end of 1990s. They felt the need
to reduce its overall budget deficit
and to begin to eliminate subsidies
in agriculture to make that sector
more economically competitive in a
world of free trade. To reduce the
transport costs, farmers were keen
to sell locally, and this sharp reduction in the cost of grain supply
spurred an increase in beef cattle
production from 1998 onwards.
Although initially there was a hue
and cry by the opposition and
provincial government, it was worth
it. The production of beef cattle has
now become fundamental forces
restructuring Prairie agriculture. As
a matter of fact, the reshaping of the
Canadian beef-processing industry
into an 'agribusiness' has been
underway for some time and are
making profit without any subsidies.

In Ontario province, the provincial election will be held in this
week of October, 2011. Most of the
candidates are talking about health
care, green energy and taxes. As per
the recent census (www.census.ca),
the baby boomers in Canada will
retire within three to four years.
There will be a huge shortage of
manpower. Canada is interested to
bring 1.9 million young people over
next 10 years. Without immigration,
Canada's population would be both
smaller and older. And the country
would face great difficulties in
funding the impending retirement of
the baby boomers.
Those people from Bangladesh
who wish to come to Canada must
do some research on Canada and its
provinces and city where he /she
can plan or hope to live. Here are
some
useful
web
sites
(www.cic.gc.ca , www.goingtocanada.gc.ca & www.buildingfuturesincanada.ca). People are here very
helpful and even the government
agencies are also cooperative. I
wanted to change the old aircondition/ heater controller to new energy
saver and all it took was a phone
call (suggested by one Canadian
Indian friend) to Waterloo Hydro
office (you can call DESCO in our
country). Immediately, the office
supplied it and installed it at free of
cost and on top of it, they provided
me with $50 as incentive for
installing this controller. But in our
country, it will be a big question (as
I am trying to increase the electric
load to my apartment in Dhaka for
the last six months).
In today's globalised world, the
economic growth of our country
which is called a developing country (now called a 'periphery country') is not going as per our expectation, where in the core economies
like that of Canada, it is growing
rapidly. We, in Bangladesh, can do a
lot to improve our standard of living, but we need to understand CanCham Review, March 2012
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what is good for us and our country.
We must help nurture and nourish
politics to thrive for building of
Bangladesh (by both government
and opposition parties).
Bangladesh can get a lot of opportunities to work together with
Canada in the fields of aviation and
transportation (Bombardier compa-

ny can help in this sectors), setting
up of recycle plants both in Dhaka
and Chittagong cities and marketing
of the products from Bangladesh
(apparels-clothing, tea and processed foods and other products by
holding yearly fairs in major cities
of Canada). Export Promotion
Bureau should start working.

Experts in agribusiness -- agriculture & food processing industries should be sent to Canada. Lastly,
students should be allowed to study
here. After finishing their studies,
they will help further deepen economic ties between Bangladesh and
Canada.
–Courtesy: The Financial Express

Bangladeshi Art Exhibition in Toronto

Bangladesh Art Society of North America (BASNA) has
organised a group art exhibition featuring the works of
fourteen contemporary Bangla-deshi painters at Ben
Navaee Gallery, Queen Street East, Toronto, in Canada.

Participating painters are Babul Mahmood, Abul Fazal,
Chaman Ara Begum, Fahmida Hossain, Iftikhar Uddin
Ahmed, Kawsar Ahmed Khan, Muhammad Muzharul
Haque, Md Sirajul Islam, Nazneen Sheraji, Nilutpal
Debnath, Nadir Shariar, Sazada Sultana, Syed Nazmul
Alam and Zakia Arzoomand Banu. The exhibition was
inaugurated on August 19 and it will continue till
September 4.
The group exhibition will also travel to Bangladeshi
American Art Gallery, Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania,
USA. The exhibition at Pennsylvania will open on

September 17 and it will continue till October 1. Among
the participating painters, Iftikhar Uddin Ahmed, Babul
Mahmood and Nilutpal Debnath are well recognised in
Bangladesh. Iftikhar Uddin Ahmed works on past and
present, in acrylic and mixed media. His continuous
experiments with collage, forms and compositions provide an appealing and imposing view. Anchor, compass,
doodles and columns are common features in his
works.Babul Mahmood concentrates on the theme of
childhood. Restless curves, round and square forms,
broken lines are recurring features in his paintings.
About the group exhibition, Babul Mahmood said over
the phone: "We want to project the current trend of
Bangladeshi fine arts outside the country."
–Courtesy: AFP
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